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Artist Brian Lobel, is on a mission - his goal, using the very 21st century phenomenon that is binge-watching TV 
series, is to create a space in which people slow down, connect with strangers, experience some strange intimacy, 
and through the act of silently watching, try to deal with some of the systemic terror and trauma that are so 
pervasive today.

This is BINGE, a performance installation at HOME in Manchester consisting of a collection of one-to-one and 
intimate drop-in performances over the Spring Bank Holiday Weekend based around your favourite box-sets.

Brian has drawn together eight Manchester based artists with a wide range of televisual knowledge. From A 
Different World to Green Wing, from Coronation Street to Doctor Who and Crazy Ex-Girlfriend and beyond. Our 
artists/fan-fanatics have an epic amount of quotes to share, and expertise to deploy. BINGE features Qasim Riza 
Shaheen, Jenny Gaskell, Eva Serration/David Chu, Tammy Reynolds, Andy Pilkington, Léonie Higgins, Ali Rome, 
and Cheddar Gorgeous. 

Brian Lobel is a performer, teacher and curator who is interested in creating work about bodies and how they 
are watched, policed, poked, prodded and loved by others. His practice is most efficiently described as Former-
American-Camp-Counselor-Turned-Performance-Artist, and his work has shown work internationally in a range of 
contexts, Harvard Medical School, to  Sydney  Opera House, to the National Theatre (London) and  Lagos Theatre 
Festival, blending provocative humor with insightful reflection. Major projects include BALL & Other Funny Stories 
About Cancer, Purge, Hold My Hand and We’re Halfway There, Ruach, and Cruising for Art which have been 
presented in over 25 countries internationally. Brian has received commissions and grants from the  Wellcome  Trust, 
Complicite Jerwood, and Arts Council England, among others. Brian is a Knowledge Exchange Fellow at Royal 
Central School of Speech and Drama.  www.blobelwarming.com
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BINGE is commissioned and presented by HOME (Manchester), with support from Arts Council England. With thanks 
to Oldham Coliseum Theatre and Royal Exchange Theatre for kindly lending HOME the furniture for BINGE.

Special Thank Yous to Bren O’Callaghan, Alice Wilde, FK Alexander + Season Butler, Richard Parr and of course 
Carrie, Charlotte, Samantha and Miranda.

Qasim Riza Shaheen is an artist and believes he is the real Denise Huxtable. When not living her life, he 
irrationally fears orcas. 

Jenny Gaskell has been watching Coronation Street since she was 8 years old - if their relationship was a 
marriage, they’d be celebrating their silver plate anniversary this summer. Things haven’t always been easy, 
they have had their ups and downs but they’ve stuck it through Christmas weddings, tram crash deaths, queers 
coming-outs, serial killer builders and that time Vic Reeves ran a sweet shop.

Eva Serration (or Dave) is a fire dancer /drag queen whose obsession with Doctor Who transcends time and 
space. When not binging on boxsets, he is transforms into a glamourous woman and sets the world on fire. 

Tammy Reynolds gets told that what she does is Live Art and Drag. She found the world of Green Wing absurd 
as a kid and finds the world absurd as an adult. 

Andy Pilkington is a gender-queer poet, actor, writer and Buffy The Vampire Slayer fanatic who has been a proud 
member of the Scooby Gang since 1997. “The hardest thing in this world is to live in it. Be brave. Live... for me.”

Léonie Higgins is a writer, performer and singer, and one third of Eggs Collective. The first show she ever wanted 
to binge was Ellen, and when she grows up she wants to be Diane Lockhart. 

Ali Rome is an artist and designer. Star Trek has been their longest running love and  obsession. It is their mashed 
potato tv and they can consume it for breakfast, lunch and dinner.

Cheddar Gorgeous is an academic, artist and occasional cultural icon that never escaped the delusions sewn by 
a mispent youth obsessed with science fiction, fantasy, and super heroes.


